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PUREline
Real wood veneered metal panels



PUREline - Panels for wall 
cladding, ceiling and more

PUREline combines the advantages of wood and metal – top-quality surface finishing with excellent fire cha-
racteristics. The product, developed for interior fitting, meets highest aesthetic and acoustic demands.

Materials
Real wood veneer applied on metal panels made of alumi-
nium or galvanized steel. The grade of wood can be chosen 
from different species.

Sharp-edged panel
With its sharp-edged borders and highest surface quality, 
the lightweight veneered metal panels are not to be differed 
from a conventional veneered wood based one. The panels 
are being produced in the Lindner group using high-class 
manufacturing technologies.

Surface
The wide range of treatment, which is typical for the refine-
ment of real wood surfaces, is made available.

Fire characteristics
The applied carrier materials are non-combustible. PUREline 
is rated as “Class A” according to ASTM E 84.

Environmental conditions
PUREline is suitable for a temperature range of 15-30° C and 
a relative humidity of 25-65%.

Weight
The panels feature a very low density by space (e. g. for the 
aluminium version, non- perforated, less than 2 kg/m²).

Dimensions
The maximum panel size available is 1250 x 3300 mm (49” 
x 130”). For special dimensions please like to contact our 
product management.

Substructure
Many of Lindner’s ceiling and cladding systems are availa-
ble as a PUREline product. This allows installation with their 
original, well approved substructure. The process will be 
additionally accelerated by the lightweight construction of 
the innovative panels. 

Field of application
PUREline is excellent for the refinement of panels, but 
special component parts too, with complex shape or static 
specifications can be easily done by this novel combination 
of wood and metal.

Sample: Ceiling system, type Lindner LMD-E 200



Room acoustics
To meet high acoustic demands, Lindner Objekt-
design provides optionally various possibilities 
for perforation. A wide range of special patterns 
with an open area of 1% up to 30% achieve the 
required objectives for sound absorption.

Additional layers of sound-absorbing material 
on the back side may optimise the acoustic per-
formance of the entire construction.

On request the creation of very special designed 
perforations will be possible too.

Micro perforation
To keep the natural character of the wood per-
fectly, we recommend our “Picatto”-type whose 
holes have a diameter of only 0.7 mm (1/32”).

The special acoustic model

Complex constructions
In case of sophisticated demands we develop individual solu-
tions. So we provide the PUREline-application e. g. for suppor-
ting component parts to enlarge the creative options.

Aluminium spar boxes, consisting of spanned hollow sections, 
totalling two levels high
Dubai International Airport

The customized solutions

Testing of sound absorption rate of a PUREline panel with
“Picatto”-perforation hole diameter 0,7 mm;

w = 0.75 (LM);
soundabsorption class C according to ASTM C 423:
NRC = 0.95, SAA = 0.94
Testing-institute: Müller-BBM, 14.06.2006
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